Chapter 14

Trust and Transparency in Machine
Learning-Based Clinical Decision
Support
Cosima Gretton

Abstract Machine learning and other statistical pattern recognition techniques have
the potential to improve diagnosis in medicine and reduce medical error. But technology can be both a solution to and a source of errors. Machine learning-based
clinical decision support systems may cause new errors due to automation bias and
automation complacency which arise from inappropriate trust in the technology.
Transparency into a systems internal logic can improve trust in automation, but is
hard to achieve in practice. This chapter discusses the clinical and technology related
factors that influence clinician trust in automated systems, and can affect the need
for transparency when developing machine learning-based clinical decision support
systems.

14.1 Introduction
The recent realisation of Machine Learning (ML) techniques such as Artificial Neural
Networks (ANNs) as a viable technology outside academia has opened new areas of
human activity to automation. In healthcare, where human error is a significant cause
of morbidity and mortality, these new approaches have revived interest in building
intelligent Clinical Decision Support Systems (CDSS). Intelligent CDSS is intended
as an advanced cognitive or perceptual tool to support clinicians in making sense of
large amounts of data, or detecting abnormalities in complex images.
The potential applications for Machine Learning-based Clinical Decision Support
(ML-CDSS) are manifold: studies have shown ANNs perform above clinicians at
tasks involving interpretation of clinical data, such as diagnosing pulmonary emboli
or predicting which patients are at high risk for oral cancer [23, 40]. ANNs are particularly effective in image recognition and have been applied to several radiological
imaging methodologies, such as early detection of breast cancer in mammograms,
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with accuracy as high as 97% [35]. Humans perform particularly poorly at this task,
making it ideal for automated support: some studies estimate human error rates in
radiological image interpretation to be as high as 30% [4].
But technology plays a role both in preventing and unfortunately contributing to
medical error [3]. New technologies impact the user and the entire system of care
by altering workflows, processes, and team interactions [10]. In fast-paced inpatient
environments, where multiple teams visit and give opinions on a patient, a false
diagnosis by a decision support system can take on diagnostic momentum. Subsequent teams are less likely to question the information and will continue an already
initiated treatment course [8]. This is particularly true of technologies that fully or
partly automate human tasks, inducing phenomena in human operators known as
automation bias and automation complacency [17]. This is the propensity for the
human operator to favour the decision made by the system over their own internal
judgement, or the presence of contradictory information.
ML-CDSS may be particularly at risk for inducing automation bias, posing the
threat of new, unintended errors. In part this is because these models often lack
transparency into their internal logic, rendering them impervious to inspection or
understanding of root cause. Second, such models often find new insights and patterns
in super-human amounts of data, which may prevent clinicians from evaluating the
veracity of their output because the insights are novel. This has meant that despite
hubris from industry there is much hesitation amongst clinicians to adopt these
systems [23].
Given the current scale of medical error this is hardly surprising. In the US estimates range from 44,000 to as high as 251,454 deaths per year [25, 33], placing
medical error as the third leading cause of death in the US. There is much controversy surrounding these estimates, and the lack of clarity only serves to highlight
the inadequate reporting of errors in clinical medicine [49, 52]. In a system of such
complexity and risk, the introduction of new technologies must be carefully considered.
There are several clinical and technology factors that can increase the likelihood of
automation bias, including lack of transparency. But transparency is hard to achieve
with some ML approaches and may lead to more confusion in a non-technical user.
Given the challenges in developing transparent ML, optimising other clinical and
technology factors may reduce the risk of automation errors and thereby the degree
of transparency needed. This chapter discusses automation bias and complacency
and proposes a conceptual model for the factors influencing the appropriate use of
an ML-CDSS as a basis for further research.
When discussing CDSS, this chapter focusses on point-of-care systems defined as
“computer systems designed to impact clinician decision making about individual
patients at the point in time that these decisions are made”[6]. Machine learning
approaches have great potential in public health and reimbursement applications
but these are not considered in this chapter since they do not drive point-of-care
decision-making.
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14.2 Learning from History: Trends in Clinical Decision
Support
Attempts to build clinical decision support systems date back half a century and
provide rich insight into contextual constraints facing new ML-CDSS. The first paper
on mathematical models for medical diagnosis was published in 1959 and since then
attempts to automate aspects of clinical practice have followed summers and winters
of artificial intelligence research [28].
Initial approaches focused on developing ‘expert’ diagnostic systems. These systems provided only one suggestion that the clinician was expected to follow. They
focused on providing the right information at the right time: such as drug allergy
alerts, guideline suggestions or diagnostic screening reminders. The rules on which
they were based were relatively simple and human-understandable. For example, a
colon cancer screening reminder generated when consulting a patient over a specified age [43]. The systems comprised of a knowledge base with IF/THEN rules, an
inference engine with which to combine the knowledge base with patient specific
data and a communication mechanism to relay the output to the clinician [50].
But in the early 1980s developers realised physicians were not interested in using
these Greek oracle-like expert systems: they valued their own expertise and autonomy as decision makers. From this emerged decision support, a more collaborative
approach in which a list of options is presented to the clinician. This remains the
dominant approach today [38].
The decision support systems of the last century relied on an internal knowledge base. These have since evolved into non-knowledge based systems that employ
machine learning or other statistical pattern recognition techniques [6, 36]. These
new approaches have several advantages. Decisions in clinical practice are often
made based on incomplete information. Previous knowledge-based systems perform
poorly with incomplete data, but based on their training machine learning algorithms
can infer missing data points and perform under uncertainty [34]. Additionally, rather
than having a knowledge base derived from medical literature in need of constant
updating, such systems derive associations from patient data to generate a diagnosis
[6]. While this is clearly an advantage these approaches can be subject to their own
unique performance limitations, which can present interpretation challenges for the
clinician.

14.3 Over-Reliance and Under-Reliance in Automated
Systems
As all humans, clinicians are not often aware of their own propensity for thinking
errors known as cognitive biases, and have been shown to suffer from over-confidence
in their abilities [5].
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Table 14.1 Interaction between system performance and user response
User response
System performance
True positive
False positive
True negative
Agree
Disagree

Appropriate
reliance
Under-reliance

Commission
errors
Appropriate
reliance

Appropriate
reliance
Under-reliance

False negative
Omission errors
Appropriate
reliance

As much as clinicians fail to recognise their own internal thinking errors, they
also fail to detect the influence that technology or system design can have upon
their behaviour. Technology can change behavior and induce error by occupying
valuable cognitive resources through poor user interface design, poor adaptation to
the clinician’s workflow, or inducing automation bias [12].
Of specific relevance to ML-CDSS is automation over-reliance, a phenomenon
that occurs when a human places inappropriate trust in an automated system. This
takes two forms: a commission error known as automation bias, where the human
acts upon a system‘s incorrect diagnosis, and an omission error known as automation
complacency, where the system fails to make a diagnosis, and the clinician fails to
spot the miss [12]. Automation bias and complacency result from the interaction of
system performance and user response (see Table 14.1). There are several examples
from traditional CDSS in the literature. Lyell and colleagues found that even simple
e-prescribing decision-support led to automation bias. Although a correct suggestion by the CDSS reduced omission errors by 38.3%, when incorrect it increased
omission errors by 33.3% [32]. Similar results were found in a study of ComputerAided Detection (CAD) of breast cancers in mammograms: human sensitivity was
significantly lower in the CAD supported condition due to errors of omission [1].
Automation under-reliance, where the human fails to trust a reliable system is
also a source of error. What is clear is that for optimal human-machine performance,
the human must know when to trust and when not to trust the system. Transparency
influences the appropriate attribution of trust by providing insight into how the system
arrived at its decision. An expert human can then evaluate the decision against their
own internal knowledge [20, 46]. Evidence from other industries shows trust in
recommender systems and decision support systems is increased when the system
provides an explanation for its recommendation [13]. But transparency is only one
factor to influence appropriate attribution of trust, and the degree to which it is needed
varies depending on the context. The successful adoption of ML-CDSS in clinical
practice will depend upon designing the system to elicit appropriate trust, either
through transparency or other means.
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14.4 Clinical and Technology Factors in Human-Machine
Performance
Transparency influences trust and appropriate system use by providing insight into
how the machine arrived at a decision. But full transparency is unlikely to be useful
or understandable and may worsen human-machine performance. Clinicians may
not be familiar with the statistical techniques underlying the technology and must
use these systems under time pressure and high cognitive load. Given the heterogeneity of clinical practice transparency may also mean different things in different
contexts and should be tailored to the specific goals of the human at that time.
This section describes clinical and technology factors important in designing MLCDSS for appropriate trust, and proposes a conceptual model as the basis for further
research. These factors will influence trust in the system, the degree to which transparency will be important, and shape the ultimate product requirements for optimal
human-machine performance.

14.4.1 Clinical Considerations for ML-CDSS
When designing point-of-care ML-CDSS there are two important clinical factors
to consider that will affect the degree of transparency needed: clinical risk and the
availability of expert evaluation.
14.4.1.1

Clinical Risk

The clinical risk presented by an ML-CDSS decision may influence the level of
transparency needed. The United Kingdom’s National Patient Safety Agency defines
clinical risk as “the chance of an adverse outcome resulting from clinical investigation, treatment or patient care.” Clinical risk can be understood in terms of severity
of a healthcare hazard multiplied by the probability that it will occur [41]. For example, consider an ML-CDSS that takes real-time physiological data from a patient
under anaesthesia to support the anaesthetist in titrating sedation. The impact of
an error is clearly significant (high severity). Given the time pressure and operator
cognitive load the probability that an error will go unidentified by the clinician and
ultimately impact the patient is potentially high (high probability). In this context,
system transparency around performance and the inputs on which it is basing its
decision are important to enable the clinician to evaluate its output and mitigate the
risk.
Contrast this with an algorithm that uses health record data to predict which
members of a primary care physician’s patient cohort might develop diabetes in the
next five years. The clinical risk presented by an error in this example is lower:
immediate interventions based on the information are minor and errors would have a
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low impact (low severity). The clinician also has ample time to evaluate the validity
of the decision, check orthogonal data or discuss with her colleagues. The probability
that errors will go unidentified and impact the patient is lower, the clinical risk is
lower and transparency may be less of a critical requirement.
Assessing the impact and probability of an error is important in defining the
requirements for ML-CDSS systems. Doing so requires close collaboration with the
clinicians who will ultimately be using the technology.
14.4.1.2

Expert Evaluation

The clinician plays an important role in verifying the output of an ML-CDSS and in
doing so, mitigating the risk. There are several factors, including transparency that
influence a clinician’s ability to evaluate the output of an ML-CDSS: experience with
CDSS, time pressure, interruptions, the availability of orthogonal data, familiarity
with the subject matter and task complexity [17, 20, 29, 53]. Given the constraints
on achieving transparency with some ML approaches such as ANNs, designers and
developers may be able to optimise for other factors to elicit appropriate trust in their
systems.
Experience with CDSS
In a meta-analysis of effect modifiers of automation bias, experience with a CDSS
was found to decrease automation bias [20]. Repeated use of a CDSS allows a user
to understand the limits of its performance and know when to place appropriate
trust. Trust is one of the most extensively studied and strongest factors to affect
automation bias [17]. But one of the challenges inherent in healthcare as opposed
to other industries such as aviation, is the lack of reliable feedback loops. When an
error occurs it might have no immediate consequences, significant time can elapse
before it is discovered, or news of the error may never get back to the decision-maker
[14]. In human diagnostic performance, this results in a cognitive bias called the
feedback sanction and subsequent over-confidence in diagnostic performance [14].
In the context of human-machine interaction lack of feedback makes it hard for the
user to assess the performance of a system, and thereby calibrate their trust. Feedback
may vary depending on the context: in the examples above, the anaesthesiologist has
immediate feedback from the physiology of the patient. The primary care physician,
however, may not know if the system is correct for several years, meaning experience
may not improve human-machine performance.
Experience and training also help users generate correct conceptual models of
the way the system works. A conceptual model is a mental model of how a system
or device works. In the absence of correct conceptual models humans form their
own often erroneous conceptual models, leading to errors in using the device [42].
Even a highly simplified conceptual model can improve trust and appropriate use of
a technology.
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Subject matter expertise and task complexity
Familiarity with the subject matter also affects a clinician’s ability to evaluate the
output of a system: those less confident in their own abilities are more likely to be
subject to automation bias [15]. This is closely related to task complexity and work
load, which was found to be associated with automation over-reliance [21]. More
experienced clinicians are likely to cope well with more complex work-loads, and
potentially be better at evaluating the output of a CDSS.
The attraction of ML-CDSS lies in the potential to take large data sets and identify
novel associations or predictions. For example, a 2015 paper by researchers at the
Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai applied a clustering algorithm to medical
record and genotype data from 11,210 individuals. They identified three sub-types
of type 2 diabetes, each susceptible to different complications of the disease [31].
But before use in clinical practice these novel associations will need to be validated,
and will continue to be unfamiliar to clinicians. This is a critical consideration when
building ML-CDSS: is the system automating current medical practice or discovering new associations? The former will be easier to implement and transparency not
as essential; the clinician can compare the output with their own internal knowledge.
The latter, in addition to rigorous clinical validation, may require greater transparency
to elicit trust and gain adoption. As more domains are supported by CDSS there is a
risk of de-skilling, and as a result a reduction in the ability of clinicians to evaluate the
performance of their systems [7, 18, 19]. As an example, some electrocardiogram
(ECG) machines currently provide a suggested diagnosis, written at the top of the
printed page. But doctors are encouraged to ignore the decision-support and come
up with their own conclusions to ensure the skill of ECG interpretation is maintained.
Time pressure
Urgency and frequent interruptions are major barriers to proper evaluation of a decision [12]. They are also universal characteristics of inpatient working conditions: a
review of the literature found that nurses can be interrupted from a task over 13 times
an hour [39]. Transparent ML-CDSS in such environments must be highly context
specific, provide simple, task relevant information to reduce cognitive load and make
it easy to return to the task after a distraction.
High urgency also removes the opportunity to consult with colleagues or assess
orthogonal data. Insufficient sampling of information has been shown to be associated with increased rates of commission errors [2]. Transparency matters too: in high
pressure situations the degree to which the CDSS can provide an explanation for its
decisions will impact the appropriate attribution of trust in the system [37]. The primary care physician described above has ample opportunity to discuss the output of
the algorithm with colleagues and decide whether to act upon its recommendations.
The anaesthesiologist does not have that opportunity: the system must be sufficiently
transparent for her to decide whether to trust its output without additional data or
team support.
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Individual differences
While not specific to clinical practice, individual differences in cognition and personality can also affect a clinician’s propensity for automation bias and therefore the
level of transparency that might be required [20]. Some users have a predisposition to
trust an automated system, while others are more likely to distrust it [17]. In designing
systems to scale across multiple clinical contexts it is hard to account for individual
differences, but it is important to consider this when interpreting user feedback. Each
physician may respond differently to an ML-CDSS, making it helpful to work with
several different users.

14.4.2 Technical Considerations for ML-CDSS
In addition to clinical and contextual factors the design and performance of the
technology itself influences trust and the likelihood of error. There is an interaction
between user interface design and system performance: poor system performance
and poor user interface design create a perfect storm for the inappropriate attribution
of trust. The system performs poorly and the user is unable to identify the error [30].
But even a system with excellent performance can facilitate errors or bias physician
behaviour if the user interface design is inadequate.
14.4.2.1

User Interface Design

Human-machine interaction errors due to user interface design are likely to be more
common in healthcare than is currently known. A study of errors over a four-year
period in a tertiary care hospital in Hong Kong found that 17.1% of all incidents
reported were technology related, and of those 98.1% were socio-technological. The
errors were not due to a technology failure, but due to how the system was operated
by the user [48].
User interface design is essential for communicating system performance. Consider the following example from a device designed to deliver radiation therapy, the
Therac-25, used between 1985 and 1987. It was discovered that the user interface
made it possible for a technician to enter erroneous data, but despite appearing to
correct it on the display the system would continue to deliver the wrong level of radiation. The only indication the dose being delivered was incorrect was an ambiguous
‘Malfunction 54’ code [30]. During the two years that the fault remained undiscovered multiple patients received lethal levels of radiation. Further software problems
were found, each alerting the clinician by similar ambiguous malfunction codes.
One technician reported 40 codes in a day, none of which enabled the clinician to
understand the underlying issue [30]. Clear communication in the user interface as
to the nature of the error would have avoided the continued use of this device, and
continued patient harm.
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User interface and information design can not only be a cause of error, but also
greatly influence clinician decision-making behaviour, for better or worse. Torsvik
and colleagues found that different data visualisations influenced medical students’
interpretation of identical clinical chemistry results, to the extent that for one of
the visualisations the results were more likely to be interpreted as within range
[51]. Another study found that user interface design can directly affect treatment
decisions. Persil and colleagues showed that simple grouping of antibiotic options
could influence whether the clinicians chose a conservative versus an aggressive
treatment for a patient with pneumonia [44]. This is important when considering
how to present the output of an ML-CDSS to a clinician. Care must be taken not to
inadvertently bias clinician decision-making.
14.4.2.2

System Performance

One path to reducing errors of omission and commission and improving humanmachine performance is to improve system performance. As shown in Table 14.1
automation bias and complacency both occur when a system under-performs. Developers and clinicians should be aware of errors particular to statistical pattern recognition techniques that may impact performance. Data leakage is a phenomenon that
occurs when a variable included in the training/test set contains more information
than one would have access to in practice. The model exploits the variable, resulting
in good performance on the test set but poor performance in practice [24]. As an
example, a 2008 ML competition for detecting cancer in mammograms involved
training a model on a data set which contained amongst other data points, patient
IDs. The patient IDs had been assigned consecutively in the data sets, which meant
the IDs were relied upon to determine the source of the data and thereby increased
predictive power. But in practice, patient IDs are random and by relying on this data
in training the algorithm would perform sub-optimally in the wild [47].
A similar example is that of dataset shift: this refers to when the conditions under
which the model is trained differ from the conditions under which it is deployed. An
image recognition model trained on a set of images under controlled light conditions,
might fail when deployed in practice on images under varying light conditions [45].
To mitigate automation bias and complacency, systems should state performance
characteristics, population demographics on which the algorithm was trained, and
the conditions under which the system performs poorly [6].

14.5 The Interaction of Clinical and Technology Factors
in the Attribution of Appropriate Trust
Figure 14.1 outlines a proposed conceptual model for understanding the factors that
influence appropriate system use. This model is by no means exhaustive and serves
to structure further discussion and investigation. Both an understanding of system
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Fig. 14.1 Clinical and technology factors impacting appropriate system use

performance and transparency into the system’s internal logic will help users place
appropriate trust in an ML-CDSS. Both, however, depend upon good user interface
design to communicate effectively to the user.
Clear communication of this information will enable expert evaluation. Expert
evaluation is itself determined by individual (e.g. training) and environmental (e.g.
time pressure) factors. Clinical risk is important throughout, influencing every consideration from acceptable performance characteristics to the need for regular reviews
of appropriate utilisation once the system is in routine use.

14.6 Adoption of ML-CDSS: Legal, Ethical and Policy
Implications Beyond Point-of-Care
Designing point-of-care systems with attention to the factors described may improve
system design and reduce the risk of error. But transparency into an ML-CDSS’s
internal logic is important beyond the bedside.
One of the major concerns regarding the lack of transparency, which cannot be
addressed through other means, lies in the attribution of blame in situations of medical error. Technology developers often place the burden of responsibility on the
clinician [26]. The clinician must use the device within the bounds of their medical
knowledge and interpret the information in the context of the patient. The Therac-75
case highlights how poor communication and lack of transparency limits the information available, meaning the user cannot make an informed decision [16, 30]. To
justifiably defer responsibility, the technology must equip the clinician with sufficient
information to make an informed decision. Further, transparency is essential for identifying root cause and attributing blame. This concern is reflected in a recent directive
from the European Union states that by 2018, companies deploying algorithms that
influence the public must provide explanations for their models’ internal logic [22].
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Second, from an ethical and legal standpoint transparency is needed to support
clinicians in gaining informed consent. If the physician does not understand the
logic behind a certain treatment recommendation they cannot reasonably inform the
patient and obtain consent.
Finally, true adoption in medicine depends on obtaining clinical utility data and
updating medical guidelines. For algorithms that generate novel associations transparency may be needed in order for policy makers and medical societies to trust the
findings and invest in costly clinical trials or health economic studies.

14.7 Conclusion
Clinical decision support in medicine has a rich history and is undergoing a renaissance with the advent of new machine learning techniques. But new technologies face
the same challenges as the previous approaches. The inappropriate attribution of trust
is one of the major barriers to widespread adoption and leads to medical error in the
form of omission and commission errors. Lack of transparency is an issue for clinical
practice as it prevents physicians from evaluating decision-support outputs against
their own internal knowledge base. But full transparency, given the conditions under
which clinicians work, is hard to achieve and may negatively impact trust. Different
degrees of transparency may be needed depending on clinical risk and the ability
of the expert to evaluate the decision. Designing with an appreciation of real-world
practice constraints such as time pressure, combined with good user interface design
to enable expert evaluation can facilitate appropriate use. Early engagement with
clinicians in the design, development and implementation of new technologies will
reduce risks and improve system adoption [27]. Given the potential for new errors
and work-arounds, continued monitoring of technologies as they enter common use
is important to ensure patient safety [9].
These practical, ethical and legal constraints on ML-CDSS may mean that developers are forced to take different approaches if ML-techniques are unable to provide
the required transparency [11]. But medicine is highly heterogeneous and local collaborations between clinicians and technologists will identify niche areas where risk,
transparency and utility align and ML-based approaches can provide value.
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